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Define How You’ll Change the Audience

When you present, you’re asking the people in the room to change their behavior or beliefs in some way, big or

small. Before you begin writing your presentation, map out that transformation—where your audience is starting,

and where you want people to end up. This is the most critical step in planning your presentation, because that

desired endpoint is the whole reason you’re presenting in the first place, and people won’t get there on their

own.

Ask yourself, “What new beliefs do I want them to adopt? How do I want them to behave differently?

How must their attitudes or emotions change before their behavior can change?”

By thinking through who they are before they enter the room and who you want them to be when they

leave, you’ll define their transformation arc, much as a screenwriter plans the protagonist’s transformation in a

film.

Let’s say you work in the development office at a university and you’re delivering a presentation to

potential donors. The audience transformation might look like the one shown in table 1-2.

TABLE 1-2

Transforming your audience

Move audience from: Move audience to:

Skepticism that the school will

make good use of the money

Excitement about innovative research by faculty,

students, and alumni—and an impulse to give

Change typically doesn’t happen without a struggle. It’s hard to convince people to move away from a

view that is comfortable or widely held as true, or change a behavioral pattern that has become their norm. You

are persuading members of your audience to let go of old beliefs or habits and adopt new ones. Once you
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Brainstorm alone again

Take the seeds of ideas that came from the rapid-fire group session and do another round of quiet brainstorming
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Amplify Your Message Through Contrast

People are naturally drawn to contrast because life is filled with it: Day and night. Male and female. Love and

hate.

A skilled communicator captures an audience’s interest by creating tension between contrasting elements—

and then provides relief by resolving that tension. It’s how you build a bridge between others’ views and yours.

Try brainstorming ideas around polar opposites such as the ones in table 2-1.

TABLE 2-1

Dynamic opposites

Past/present Future

Need Fulfi llment

Speed Endurance

Ambition Humility

Stagnation Growth

Roadblocks Clear passage

Sacrifice Reward

Budget Quality

Suppose you manage an airline’s maintenance division, and you’re asking for money to invest in analytics.

Table 2-2 shows pairs of opposites you might explore as you figure out how to make your case.
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TABLE 2-2

Using the tension of extremes

Customer complaints Customer satisfaction

We’re getting low ratings on customer

surveys because of flight delays and

missed connections caused by simple

maintenance issues.

What if we could better schedule our planes’

maintenance by digging into our repair data?

We currently follow the manufacturer’s

recommended maintenance schedule—

and it’s not suffi cient. Planes get held

up at the gate while mechanics do

routine repairs.

By tracking and studying how often we actually

perform certain kinds of repairs, we can create a

schedule that’s more realistic. We’ll be able to

prevent problems instead of fi xing them when

they pop up.

By tracking and studying how often we actually perform certain kinds of repairs, we can create a schedule

that’s more realistic. We’ll be able to prevent problems instead of fixing them when they pop up. By embracing

the tension between the extremes, you can propel your message—and the movement will feel natural.

The familiar will comfort people; the new will stimulate them and keep them interested. Generate plenty

of content on both sides of the contrast or you’ll lose momentum—and your audience.
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You might ask everyone to take just one action, or you might provide a few actions people can choose

from. Either way, be explicit in your request—and about how it will benefit the audience.
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If you don’t filter your presentation, the audience will have to—and people will resent you for making

them work too hard to identify the most important points. Cut mercilessly on their behalf. Say you’re presenting

a business case for acquiring a company. You might brainstorm things to cover, like:

 

The competencies your company would gain
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Compare the examples shown in table 2-4.
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There are two basic classes of emotion: pain and pleasure. Determine how you’d like people to feel at

various points in your presentation. Where would you like them to feel happy? To cringe? To be inspired?

Ask “why” questions to unearth your big idea’s emotional appeal. For example, if you’re requesting

funding to pay for cloud storage, start by asking, “Why do we need to buy cloud storage?” Your answer may be

“to facilitate data sharing with colleagues in remote locations.” So then ask, “Why do we need to facilitate data

sharing with colleagues in remote locations?” Eventually you’ll get to the human beings whose lives will be

affected by your idea, and that’s where you’ll discover your emotional appeal: Maybe you need cloud storage

“to help those remote colleagues coordinate disaster relief efforts and save lives.”

Once you know what that hook is, use words or phrases that have emotional weight to them—like “save

lives” in the cloud example above. Tell personal stories with conviction and describe not just what people did, but

how they felt. (See “Add Emotional Texture” in the Story section of this guide.)
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Craft the Beginning

Begin by describing life as the audience knows it. People should be nodding their heads in recognition because

you’re articulating what they already understand. This creates a bond between you and them and opens them up

to hear your ideas for change.

After you set that baseline of what is, introduce your ideas of what could be. The gap between the two will

throw the audience a bit off balance, and that’s a good thing—because it creates tension that needs to be resolved

(figure 3-2).

If you proposed what could be without first establishing what is, you’d fail to connect with the audience

before swooping in with your ideas, and your message would lose momentum.

The gap shouldn’t feel contrived—you wouldn’t say “Okay, I’ve described what is. Now let’s move to
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Make the Ending Powerful

Your ending should leave people with a heightened sense of what could be—and willingness to believe or do

something new. Here’s where you describe how blissful their world will be when they adopt your ideas.

Let’s return to our Q3 example from “Craft the Beginning” and “Develop the Middle” in this section. You

might wrap up your presentation along the lines of figure 3-3.

Many presentations simply end with a list of action items, but that isn’t exactly inspiring. You want the

last thing you say to move your audience to tackle those items. You want people to feel ready to right the wrong,

to conquer the problem.

By skillfully defining future rewards, you compel people to get on board with your ideas. Show them that

taking action will be worth their effort. Highlight:
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TABLE 2-4

Convey clear meaning with titles

Vague, passive Clear, active

Market overview We’re neck-and-neck with an aggressive rival.

Productivity gains Production time shrank from 21 days to 8.

Agonize over your titles as marketing copywriters do in their campaigns to get more click-throughs and

sales. You, too, are selling something—your big idea—and the more quickly you grab people’s attention, the

higher your “conversion rate” will be.
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planned whiteboard drawing. When my firm was buying a new digital storage system, we met with two potential

vendors: One brought a deck of slides and didn’t deviate from its spiel. The other, which won our business,

white-boarded out a full storage and network plan. That rep came across as having listened to our needs and

understood what we wanted. Her presentation felt collaborative, not canned.
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may also want to ask a professional designer to customize a template for you so you’ll have a solid foundation to

build from.
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Bullet slide

Use bullets to cluster related ideas into a list, but don’t display them all at once. If you do, your audience will get

ahead of you—and get bored. Instead, control your pacing with a “build” (have each bullet appear as you cover it

by animating each one). If the bullets on your slide don’t have to be associated together, give each point its own

slide.

Big-word slide

This type of slide shows a single word or short phrase in large type—the one message or idea you want to

convey at that moment. Sometimes I use a single word to set up a visual surprise on the next slide. When I was
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Limit yourself to one idea per slide: There’s no reason to crowd several ideas onto one slide. Slides are

free. Make as many as you need to give each idea its own moment onstage (as in figure 5-7).
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The sketching process helps you clarify what you want to say and how you want to say it. As Dan

Roam, author of The Back of the Napkin, points out, “All the real problems of today are

multidimensional. . . . There is no way to fully understand them—thus no way to effectively begin solving them

—without at some point literally drawing them out.”

As you storyboard, you’ll be able to tell immediately which concepts are clunky or overly complex (you’ll

run out of space on your sticky notes). Eliminate them, and brainstorm new ways to communicate those
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Avoid Visual Clichés

When your CFO announces at an all-staff meeting that the company’s financials are “right on target,” does he

treat you and your colleagues to the all-too-familiar image of a bull’s-eye?

Nothing gets eyes a-glazing like a visual cliché. If you want your presentation to stand out (in a good way)

from the others your audience has seen, throw out the first visual concepts that come to mind. They’re the ones

that occur to everyone else, too. Brainstorm several ideas for each concept you want to illustrate—and you’ll

work your way toward fresh, surprising images.

TABLE 5-1

Find new visual metaphors

Concept Cliché Unique

Goal Bull’s-eye Maze; threshold

Partnership Handshake in front of globe Reef ecosystem; Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers

Security Lock and key Doberman pinscher; pepper spray

Table 5–1 gives some examples of visual clichés and more-creative ways to illustrate the same concepts.
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The slides in figures 5-13 and 5-14 feel united for a couple of reasons: Both of their backgrounds are dark

around the edges and lighter in the middle. Also, all the type and the images are black.
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example, the pie piece in the foreground appears deceptively larger than the rest. Also, don’t alter the

proportions of your axes. Doing so can make a change in the numbers look more significant (figure 5-16a) or less

so (figure 5-16b). Square grid lines (figure 5-16c) will keep your data true.

Pick the right chart for the job

The most common charts in business are pies, bars, matrixes, and line graphs. They serve different purposes,

though. Use a line graph instead of a bar chart if the shape of the line will draw attention to your most important
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point. Use a matrix instead of multiple pie charts if you want to show relationships between the data points.

For example, the slide in figure 5-17 uses pie charts to show how airline ticket sales break down between

three different sales channels: online, agents, and direct sales. But there’s not much you can deduce from these

charts, because they’re visually similar.

Lay out the data in a matrix, however, and suddenly it’s clear that total sales for Airline 3 are almost double

the others (figure 5-18).

Sometimes the best chart is no chart at all. If a number conveys your key message most clearly on its own,
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show just that number—huge—on the slide.
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Find the narrative in the data

Explain not just the “what,” but the “why” and the “how” of your data. Maybe the numbers went up, but what

made them go up? What impact did people have on them? How will people be affected by them?

Use concrete comparisons to express magnitude
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If you can, deliver your presentation standing rather than seated. This allows you to move naturally—use

your hands freely, lean forward, step back—which puts viewers at ease. Overall, make your movements

expansive to connect with the people in the room. But when you want remote viewers to see certain gestures,
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Make your presentation interactive: Create useful activities for audience members to do, like spending

a few minutes researching something and posting their findings in the chat window for everyone to see. If

you ask people to take a survey, make sure the results will be of interest to them. And reward

participants for paying close attention. When I was a guest on marketing consultant Chris Brogan’s video
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